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3D printing is gaining traction in the manufacturing industry, with the benefits of improving productivity and lowering both

the cost and number of human-based faults. Given its enormous flexibility and capacity to modify and construct a range of

simple to complicated geometries, 3D printing has altered production rates with process automation. 3D printing is swiftly

transforming pharmaceutical production to achieve elevated quality therapeutic products with improved process

sturdiness in bio-pharmaceutical product evolution, where there is a dependence on medicines manufacturing via

conventional manufacturing procedures.
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1. Significance of Personalized Medicines (PM)

The drug market has recently observed a profound revolution and development in patient therapy that delivers effective

and harmless medications. Personalized medicine (PM) has seen renowned growth. It can offer maximum protection

boundaries, which lessen the after-effects and guarantees improved patient safety . PM seeks to provide a unique

opportunity that attempts to change patient biology through medication preferences, dosages and treatments. Its goals

are to provide improved health care facilities, simplify research, and discover diagnostics and remedies . In 1997, to

treat breast cancer, Herceptin was rejected in Phase-III patient trials as the medicine was found futile for all inhabitants.

Still, after careful review, women who tested positive for HER2 exhibited a significantly improved response. In 1998, the

food and drug administration, USA, offered medical experimental data for HER2-positive patients and permitted the drug

. In Europe, the Vectibix drug was unapproved by controllers because it could not be used for various patients . This

drug was supposed to treat Amgen colon cancer. The corporation completed an overall data assessment and exposed

that Vectibix can perform well in the victims with tumor-lacked KRAS gene mutation, and the drug was allowed for such

patients only .

Therefore, a physician can look into a patient’s gene variation profile, pick a medicine and suggest a treatment that

decreases after-effects, thus yielding positive consequences. The individual vulnerability to specific diseases could be

identified before manifestation. Hence, PM can be utilized to stop infections in vulnerable persons. With PM assistance,

doctors can go for a one-size-fits-all model to prescribe medicines for an individual patient. Due to patient hereditary

dissimilarities, gene reactions for specific drugs could differ from person to person. Hence, PM has propagated a unique

discipline named “pharmacogenomics” that identifies an appropriate gene affecting medicine . Scientists are

exploring different strategies to develop personalized medicine, one of which is 3D printing. This article conducts a

detailed analysis of 3D printing in drug delivery.

2. Three-Dimensional (3D) Printing

3D printing produces 3D parts in a layer-wise fashion using computer-aided (CAD) designs . In 1996,

for the very 1st time, 3D printing was used to prepare tablets . Personalized 3D printed drugs can resolve various

issues related to patients, including pharmacogenetic polymorphism . Patients can also access more effective drugs

with the least exposure to adverse drug reactions, which can elevate patients’ survival proportion . 3D printers

can produce various unique medicines, including transdermic patches and tablets. They also can produce a single dose

containing various drugs to treat multiple diseases designed at the treatment point. It enhances patient compliance with

the minimum side effects, resulting in a radical change in medicine design . 3D printing technique has enormous

characteristics and versatilities, producing any dose for various applications . This method utilizes numerous

health care facilities ranging from public drugstores to hospitals. Administration in these areas can increase medicine

availability and decrease medicine consumption. Medication can be rapidly manufactured by using 3D printers in disaster

zones, emergency sections, quick response units, and military missions . 3D printing of reduced reaction vessels to
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synthesize API, on request, can deliver additional flexure to researchers and scientists. In comparison with traditional

techniques, 3D printing can synthesize a wide variety of molecules at a mini scale, predominantly useful for those with

elevated cost or deprived steadiness . Clinical trials demand a vast range of doses .

3D printers can be handled easily with accurate material printing after changing the number of active ingredients. An

accurate dosage with an anticipated design can be obtained that is not easy via other processing techniques . The 3D

printing technique can also produce even orphan drugs. These drugs are costly and, within Europe, affect 1 in 2000

people . 3D printing has developed certain advantages, such as low-cost printing, wide availability, approved

pharmaceutical ingredients, a substantial enhancement in morphology and mechanical confrontation, the appropriateness

of various drug molecules, and the absence of post-printing steps .

In 3D printing, medicines, parts, medical implants, and devices are produced by accumulating material in a layer-wise

fashion until the desired CAD file is obtained, physically . Today, several printing processes are available with diverse

printing techniques; however, each technique involves the following steps : I. CAD software is applied to develop

a three-dimensional model. II. Here, the model developed in step I is transformed into “.STL” format. III. Following on, the

file is sliced via slicer (software). IV. A 3D part is manufactured via Computer Numerical Control codes.

This method uses a machine- or pneumatically-driven pressure to distribute bio-ink via an outlet and obeys a computer-

designed model . This process also involves printing in a layer-wise fashion same as other printing methods. Bio-inks

are usually organic materials. This technique permits precise cells printing with minimal cells impairment. The printing

technique is shown in Figure 1 .

Figure 1. Schematic of extrusion-based bioprinting ; under an open-access license by MDPI.

3. 3D Printing for Drugs Development: Early Phase Drugs, Complex
Drugs, Unique Drugs, Solid Oral Drugs, and Polymeric Drugs

3D printing is gaining traction in the manufacturing industry, with the benefits of improving productivity and lowering both

the cost and number of human-based faults . Given its enormous flexibility and capacity to modify and construct a

range of simple to complicated geometries, 3D printing has altered production rates with process automation. 3D printing

is swiftly transforming pharmaceutical production to achieve elevated quality therapeutic products with improved process

sturdiness in bio-pharmaceutical product evolution, where there is a dependence on medicines manufacturing via

conventional manufacturing procedures . Furthermore, 3D printing has proved its efficiency in biomedical

engineering for diagnostics and treatments.

In this regard, 3D printing can aid in the benchmark establishment for community medicine success. Patients can

determine their dosage demands based on their disease requirements rather than depending solely on the doctors 

. The devoted software uses the provided information, which is utilized for medicine printing using an individual 3D

printer. This process can easily be carried out at the community drugstore or household. Remote towns, military stations,

and catastrophe administration zones can take advantage of this technique. The benefits of this strategy include reduction

in medicines deficiencies and wastage, easier medicines access, and less dependency on paramedical staff. At the

clinical drugstore, 3D printing can be utilized in the same way as “community medicine”. Patients typically take their doctor

prescriptions to the pharmacist, and receive their medication . In today’s world, the pharmacist may employ a 3D printer

to give the medicine in a customized format utilizing the physician’s information. It can eliminate any medicine shortages

and make individualized medicine treatment more widely available in clinical practices .
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Solid oral drugs mainly comprise tablets with various geometrical and functional characteristics. 3D printing can

manufacture different dosages with numerous medications to attain instant or prolonged release. Such medicines include

rectum-, oral- and aspirin-based pills. Further, 3D printing increases the dissolution medicines which are poorly soluble 

. To ensure quality, medicine transport structure by 3D printing must be exposed to regular pharmacopeial testing,

comprised of rigidity, crumbliness, fragmentation and diffusing period assessment. Instant release pills are needed for the

diseases that need quick medication. Medications can be divided into (a) fast resolving, (b) dispersible, (c) oral pills .

Traditional manufacturing of these medicines involves various steps, including proper quantity selection of ingredients to

acquire required performance and machining. Using 3D printing, these formulations can be manufactured effectively.

Generally, the medicine is distributed in a binding liquid, which is utilized for printing. FDM has also been applied to

manufacture pills using polymeric filaments stuffed with drugs. Polymers, including polyvidone, Hypromellose, 2-

hydroxypropyl ether and Polycaprolactone have been applied to filaments’ formulation, stuffed with drugs, and printed by

extrusion (hot) process . By changing the concentration of polymers within the filament, the medicine loading and

releasing efficacies can be modified. Furthermore, 3D printing also delivers opportunities to change the pill/tablet’s

geometrical features in correspondence to the medicine filling densities. These features are attained by varying the CAD

model.

Furthermore, film characteristics optimization can be reached by altering the binding material ratio, inclusion of plasticizers

and operating conditions . These parameters also control the medication release performance. In contrary to instant

release medicines, improved release medicines yield a characteristic medication spread outline that can be modified

according to the patient’s disease. Different improved release medication systems have been manufactured, including

complete- , prolonged-, administered-, and substituted-release . Additional cases of improved release medication

systems contain chronotherapeutic-, histopathological-, and multiple-APIs-release systems. Consequently, 3D printing is a

valuable method to attain the intricate geometries of medicines. Rectum-release medicines were manufactured to regulate

the medicine release and ingredient expansion within the intestines after providing safety to the medicine against the

gastric acidic (stomach). These medicines need pre-coating with acid-resistant polymers to avoid the deprivation of drugs

within the stomach. The pre-coating needs very good control of operating conditions to evade variations that occurred

during the release of the medicine. For this purpose, 3D printing can be utilized to model the whole release structures by

defining the particular area for medication release . Different filling agents and polymeric materials are combined into

the pill’s precise areas to attain personalized medication release outlines. Fused deposition modelling and binder jet

printing can specifically be applied to design and print enteric-based releasing setups. Several enteric-based coating

polymeric materials, including Hypromellose acetate succinate and 2-Methylpropenoic acid, were adopted for the

prolonged spread of medication in the bowel section .

4. 3D Printing and Tissue Engineering

The goal of customized medicine delivery is to offer an effective product with fewer adverse side effects and better

appropriateness. The antiepileptic medication “levetiracetam” was the primary FDA-approved 3D-printed medication. The

pharmacologic activity was parallel to the traditional pills, although the solubilization period was shorter. After

implementing the “Zip-dose” method, “Aprecia Pharmaceuticals” promoted a medication named “Spritam”. These pills

were synthesized by selective laser melting. Its primary deposit contained APIs, filling materials, and a binder. The

medication, having a dose amount of 1000 mg, was able to dissolve quickly within a few seconds . Khaled et al.

prepared a poly-pill with a self-sufficient and controlled releasing outline . This technique was able to manufacture

medicine for the human beings who are compelled to consume discrete pills in case of various diseases. Poly-pill was

used for heat treatment using an instant releasing outline comprising two sections for acetylsalicylate and apo-hydro, and

three separate sections for slektine, tenormin and altace. Anti-cancer medications encounter problems while arriving at

the action site, and also get stuck in other organs, thus causing poisonousness. Similar to the vein injection and oral

medicines, the traditional setups also flop, owing to the medication’s lower solubility, causing an increase in cancer patient

problems. Therefore, modern tools can resolve the traditional medication limitation. Recently, a blotch was manufactured

by combining efudex, 2-oxepanone homopolymer and polyglactin-910, which was effectively fixed on the pancreatic

cancer area .

During organ transplantation, 3D printing of body tissues and key organs is crucial for patients. Given the scarcity of organ

donors, 3D printing completed organs can bring a big influence on transplant waiting lists . Organ printing has the

potential to use the 3D printing method to develop tissues and organs utilizing a layer-wise accumulation method.

Biomaterials, including collagen, hydrogels and various other synthetic materials are usually adopted in bio-printing to

produce 3D tissues. In addition, stem cells are cultivated on hydrogel (supporting base) and used as a bio-link in the

printing process . The quality of the printed organ is usually identified by a variety of functional features, including

material toughness, permeability and structure. Various pros of 3D bio-printing over conventional manufacturing
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processes include inexpensive printing, excellent shape accuracy and organ size, higher productivity, and visualization

. Inkjet printing and extrusion-based printing processes are commonly used techniques. These methods rely on bio-ink

deposition over a base plate, guided by a 3D model of organs or tissues generated by computer-aided design software.

The recent manufacturing of a full human heart and valves is an example of 3D-printed organs . Bio-ink, a mixture of

hydrogel derived from fatty acids and human tissues, was employed to manufacture organs via inkjet printing . The

printing of a heart with blood veins took 3–4 h, which was placed in a nutrient solution and oxygen was provided for a few

days. As a result, the cells began to beat and behave like a functioning human heart . Intriguingly, live 3D printing is

also possible. According to the experts at the University of Sao Paulo Human Genome and Stem Cell Research Center,

3D printing of the liver organoids is achievable, and these organoids with mini-liver presented similar features to complete

human liver cells . Moreover, doctors at the University of Michigan, USA, used 3D printers and x-ray computed

tomography scans to produce lungs airways . Furthermore, 3D printing is also used to manufacture bladders . At

Boston Children Hospital, USA, researchers developed 3D printed bladders for patients with urine problems due to

bladder disease. For dental surgeries, 3D printing is appropriate to manufacture teeth to substitute decayed teeth .
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